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CHAIRMAN’S
CORNER

Dear Edgemead residents
I am pleased to present
my first chairman’s report
as the new chairman of
the Edgemead Residents
Association.
Let me first take the opportunity to thank
the outgoing chairman, Emile Coetzee, for all
the effort that he put into building the ERA
as a mouthpiece and tool for the community.
Emile served as chairman for the past three
years. Most of our residents got to know
Emile as a person who has a passion to get
things done and is not scared to speak his
mind! We are glad that he is staying on as
a member and hope to keep channeling his
energy in the right direction!
It is an extremely exciting time to take over
the reins as for the first time in a very long
time we have more than 5 members! Emile’s
last cry for help most definitely did not fall
on deaf ears as more than 7 new members
not only joined the ERA but also stepped into
new roles.
Socrates said that the secret of change is to
focus all of your energy, not on fighting the
old, but on building the new.
With our new fuller rank, we not only hope
to focus our attention on the existing projects
and issues like the LPR, cells masts and the
runway re-alignment but to for example
support the drive to get fibre into Edgemead,
address our ever increasing traffic issue and
poor roads condition!
On the 19th of April we had our Annual
General Meeting. Our Ward Councillor,
Helen Carstens, had the opportunity to
present her Ward Councillor’s Report and
answer questions from our community.
Issues like security, traffic control and the
city’s efforts to ensure that we have water
were hotly discussed between our councillor
and members of the public. We also
thank Mark Richards from the Edgemead
Neighbourhood Watch for his detailed report
and the representative from Vumatel for
telling us more about their initiative to try
and get fibre into Edgemead! We still require
about 700 votes to make it feasible for them
to install a fibre infrastructure that will bring
service to our door steps.
As we approach the end of a very dry
season, we find ourselves in the midst of
the biggest drought since 1904. With the
imminent implementation of level 4 water
restrictions I implore everyone to continue
their efforts to conserve water. It is only in
the past few months that I have become
aware how much water we waste that can
actually be recycled for home use.
Let’s all do our bit to conserve water and
hope at the time of my next report that it is
bucketing down with rain and our dams are
recovering!

EDITORIAL

BASED AT CENTURY CITY
VIRGIN ACTIVE
Come get your
Vitality Fitness Assessment or
Momentum Multiply
Fitness Assessment
done this month
Based at Century City Virgin Active,
non-members are welcome
to see me for Rehabilitation,
Conditioning, chronic disease
management & fitness assessments
Grant Whaits 082 889 9326
grantthebio@gmail.com

Isabella Nielsen correctly guessed the number
of Easter Eggs in the March issue of the
Edgemead News, and her name was drawn
from the hat at our AGM. Here she is looking
‘eggstatic’ with her prize!

Marius Reitz

Chairman, Edgemead Residents’ Association
Email: edgemead.ra@gmail.com
Cover: Peter Bates
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Welcome
again
to
another issue of the
Edgemead News. I’ve
set out once again on
a mission to entertain,
inform and enlighten. In
April we had our 2017
AGM, where many new members joined
the committee for the first time – we have
a short profile and a picture of each in this
issue. Emile Coetzee stepped down from
the position of Chairperson, and I’d like
to thank him for his help and guidance
over the past few years that I have been
involved with the ERA, and I’d like to wish
incoming Chairperson Marius Reitz well
for the future. Also in this issue is the
winner of our Easter egg competition,
Isabella Nielsen, and of course our usual
contributions from the local sports clubs,
library and other local news, including the
very special 60th anniversary of long time
Edgemead residents, Barry and Margaret
Gibbs.
We’re facing a serious threat with this
ongoing drought. Already we live in an area
that receives comparatively little rainfall,
with climate change causing hotter, longer
and dryer summers in the future. We need
to make a change in consumption. People
are quick to criticise the government for
failing to manage our water resources, and
to a certain extent their criticisms are valid.
But it is not the job of the government to
indulge our wanton squandering of the
services they secure for us. Ultimately
each person is responsible for his own
usage of any resource, whether water or
fossil fuels. We need to ensure that our use
is commensurate with our need, not our
wants. I would love to have a rolling green
lawn, but I also like living in Cape Town,
which is situated in a dry climate. So I must
compromise. I must live sustainably, not
indulgently. If I don’t, it is my children and
their children who will suffer for it, when
it is too late to do anything any more. Yes,
the efforts of one person are insignificant
compared to the huge forces at work, but
to quote David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas:
“My life amounts to no more than one
drop in a limitless ocean. Yet what is any
ocean, but a multitude of drops?

Peter Bates
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OPINION: The Latest Rates Shocker
Electricity Increase

By Emile Coetzee
YOU’RE IN FOR A SHOCK!
Once again, the City of Cape Town finds new and inventive ways to
milk the ratepayer. If you’d paid attention to the draft budget that
was unveiled early in April you may have noticed a new “Home
User” domestic electricity tariff. This new tariff applies to all homes
valued over R1m, which in all likelihood means the vast majority
of Edgemead properties. The contentious part of this new tariff is
the daily service charge of R8.21. This will amount to approximately
R250 per month that you will have to pay in addition to purchasing
units. To offset this slightly the kWh unit cost is reduced to R1.51.
The city makes a meal of the fact that on average there is only a
2.8% increase, and they use this figure to show that they are close to
the NERSA proposed 1.88% increase on average for Local Authorities.
A caring city? Let’s see what we find when we take a closer look at
those people using less than 600kWh.
You may remember the dark days of load shedding. As in the case
of our current water crisis, we were repeatedly asked to reduce
consumption. Some of us diligently did our part: installing energy
efficient lighting, converting stoves to gas, installing a solar geyser,
perhaps even investing in solar panels. While this was great for
Eskom, it did create an increasingly large gap in the City’s budget,
because selling electricity generates a profit. What does any normal
business do when your product is no longer in high demand?
Generally, you diversify, you sell less or, at worst, you go under.
Thank goodness for a captive market!
Below is a handy table to show you what things look like in the
lower band.
Units
2016/17
2017/18
Increase
100
R 187,54
R 397,30
111,8%
150
R 281,31
R 472,80
68,1%
200
R 375,08
R 548,30
46,2%
250
R 468,85
R 623,80
33,0%
300
R 562,62
R 699,30
24,3%
350
R 656,39
R 774,80
18,0%
400
R 750,16
R 850,30
13,3%
450
R 843,93
R 925,80
9,7%
500
R 937,70
R 1 001,30
6,8%
550
R 1 031,47
R 1 076,80
4,4%
600
R 1 125,24
R 1 152,30
2,4%
As you can see the reward for reducing your consumption is an
increase ranging from 2.4% to 111.8%. I imagine that many single
people or couples will find themselves in the 250-400kWh band,
which is a far cry from the City’s claim of a 2.8% increase, and even
further from the NERSA proposed rate. Once again, it’s all hidden in
the numbers but available to those who care to look. It boggles my
mind that the City finds this sort of increase justifiable especially in
light of the pressure put on residents to reduce consumption.
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MEET YOUR ERA COMMITTEE
Marius Reitz - Chairperson
Marius Reitz has been an Edgemead resident for
7 years, after marrying a local Edgemeadian, and
first got involved with ERA in 2015. He was voted
in as chairperson this year. He is passionate,
dedicated, approaches everything in life with a
no-nonsense attitude (which is why his previous
colleagues referred to him as “The Rottweiler”
when they thought he wasn’t listening…) and
will always try his best to get results. Marius is
an I.T Project Manager by profession, and in his
spare time he likes the outdoors, and doing some amateur astronomy.
That is, when he’s not fixing paddocks at his wife’s stable yard!

Michael Duddy
Michael “Mike” Duddy has lived in Edgemead
since 1984. His three children were all educated
in Edgemead. He is an electrical engineer by
profession with experience in the fields of
electricity distribution, manufacturing and
consulting in South Africa and the Middle East.
He retired recently and decided to join the
Edgemead Residents Association to dedicate
some of his newfound spare time to assist the
community with holding our local politicians and the City of Cape Town
accountable for providing it with quality, cost effective services. Mike
enjoys travelling, motorcycling, cycling, hiking and surfing.

Jean Pool – Vice Chair
Jean Pool has been an Edgemead resident
since 2008. He joined the Edgemead Residents
Association in 2017 after his wife read out a call
for volunteers over breakfast. He and his wife
can often be seen walking next to the Edgemead
Community Centre past the Skate Park with
their two chow chows, with Jean picking up the
litter daily along the entire route. Jean has been
elected Vice Chairperson of the Association
and is the portfolio holder for public open spaces, parks, Eskom
heritage sites, and the skate park. Besides taking a keen interest in the
environment, Jean enjoys formal meditation and Pilates in his free time.

Stephen Fourie
Stephen Fourie, Edgemead resident since
2006, joined the ERA committee to serve
the community. He heads the portfolio of
Neighbourhood Watch Liaison. Stephen also
has a keen interest in forwarding the security
needs of all residents and will work on the LPR
and other security projects within Edgemead.
A family man with two daughters in primary
school, Stephen has keen interest in promoting
Edgemead as a safe environment for children. As a local business
owner with entrepreneurial drive, he has an ambition to foster the next
generation by recruiting first time job seekers and giving them their
first step on their career paths.
Danie Nel - Treasurer
Danie Nel has lived in Edgemead for the past six
years. He is married to Elisabet Nel and they have
a one year old daughter together. Danie will be
taking over the position of treasurer.

Richard Thomass
Richard Thomass, resident of Edgemead since
2006, joined the committee in assisting with
the objection of the new CT-Airport Runway Realignment portfolio. In his spare time, Richard
enjoys sailing, camping and cycling.

Emile Coetzee
Emile Coetzee moved to Edgemead in 2009.
After making the fateful mistake of attending
a public meeting he suddenly found himself on
the ERA committee. He has been a member of
the committee for a number of years now, the
last 3 serving as chairperson. Happily having
handed the baton to Marius Reitz, his key
focus for the coming year will be the Bothasig
& Edgemead LPR project and writing scathing
opinion pieces about the City of Cape Town. He
can neither confirm nor deny which parts of this biography are true.
Thomas Verryn
Thomas Verryn is new to the Edgemead Residents
Association, and has been living in Edgemead
since 2015. He joined the ERA to contribute to
the broader community in our area. Originally
from Pretoria, Thomas balances life as a market
researcher with being a new father. In his spare
time, he enjoys pottering about in his now
defunct veggie patch.

Abigail Ashington
AA moved to Edgemead in 1998 to study at
Stellenbosch University, into a home previously
owned by her aunt. A number of her family
members live in the community, second and
third generation members are still residents.
Abigail has over 10 years of experience working
in learning and development and is the secretary
for Nicky’s Drive, a nonprofit organisation.
She looks forward to investing back into the
community by serving on the ERA.
Tamryn Russell
Tamryn Russell was born, raised and schooled in
Edgemead. After joining in on the introductory
meeting she discovered there is this whole
other world to our little burb - one that she
hopes she can have a positive impact on.
Tamryn decided not to sit back and complain
anymore, but instead to be part of the solution.
Peter Bates – Editor: Edgemead News
Peter Bates, born, raised, schooled and now
employed in Edgemead, joined the ERA in
2013 as a result of a fortuitously-timed email
addressed to the then-nonexistent Editor of the
Edgemead News. Suddenly he found himself
co-opted to the committee as the new Editor,
a role he has gladly fulfilled ever since. Peter
works as a teacher at the local high school while
completing his studies, and on his off time can
usually be found tinkering with his 3D printers.
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COUNCILLOR’S
REPORT

Dear Residents,
It has been many months
since Eskom started with
work in the area, digging
up sidewalks to lay cables.
I had many interactions with them since last
year in an attempt to get them to reinstate
the sidewalks both on Edgemead Drive and
Vryburger Avenue in Bothasig. I even went on
site with them to show them what the area
looked like. It was a constant battle between
myself and the roads department to get Eskom
to finish up properly. The problem they sited
was a hiccup in their procurement process
in sourcing a contractor to complete the
work. After many months of this, the roads
department finally issued them with a notice
that prohibits them from working anywhere in
the City until they have reinstated Edgemead
Drive and Vryburger Avenue. I am therefore
hopeful that Eskom will quickly attend to the
outstanding reinstatements.
Through my intervention, the informal
traders at the shopping center are now in
their correctly allocated trading bays and are
trading. The delay in them moving was due
to the permanent structures that still have to
be set up on the bays. However, the Informal
Trading Plan has been approved in Council
and therefore is applicable, with or without
structures. Any trading, other than in the
demarcated trading bays is prohibited and
should be reported to Law Enforcement as it
is a By Law contravention.
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The Skateboard Park is in the process of being
upgraded. I am working with the department
on this project which will take place over a few
financial years. There are a number of serious
and professional skaters who use the facility in
Edgemead and I am hopeful that the end result
of the Skateboard Park will bring championship
skaters.
Gerard Square has had an upgrade to
their park with some play equipment which
I believe they are most happy about. I am
also looking into upgrading the lighting at the
Shopping Center to improve visibility and for
the safety aspect. The footpaths along Louis
Thibault Drive are in some parts covered in
pine needles and I am working on having these
paths cleaned regularly. Also on my agenda
still is recycling and I am working on various
aspects in order to move forward with this.
The Cart Horse Association is very
committed to ensuring that the horses used
are not misused. I appeal to residents to
please refrain from using the horse and carts
as many of them simply dump what you have
given them down the
road. If you should
see any misuse of

the horses, please
contact the Cart
Horse Association
on 086 2559 599
and they will attend
to it.

Helen Carstens
Ward 5 Councillor
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Born on the same night - 7/8 March 1936

Self-catering
Accommodation
Homely Environment & Warm Hospitality

Units with separate entrances
& off street parking

Dear Editor,
It is with great but humble pleasure
that I inform our friends that my dear
wife Margaret and I celebrated our 60th
wedding anniversary on 6 April 2017. We
were married in The Cape Town Baptist
Church on 6 April 1957.
As with many marriages, specially
involving young people, there have
been ups and downs and many turns in
the road of life. All thanks and praise to
our Heavenly Father that He has guided
us, provided for us and protected our
marriage. We have 3 adult children, 8
grandchildren and 4 great grandchildren.
We have been Edgemead residents from
December 1993 having moved here from
Pinelands.

Interestingly, Margaret and I were born
the same night, 7/8 March 1936 in the
same hospital in Belgravia, Johannesburg.
Our parents met at the hospital, both
mothers heavily pregnant and ready to
deliver their babies. We suspect that
we were both born in the same bed in
the labour ward. Our parents became
firm friends for the rest of their lives and
Margaret and I grew up together, became
teenage sweethearts and married at 21.
Nourished by our love for God and
service to Him we have been so grateful
for our marriage made in Heaven.
Our sincere thanks to many for their
congratulations and expressions of love.
Best regards
Barry and Margaret Gibbs.

Heather 021 559 1434 073 471 1083
www.gypsyscorner.co.za

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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Back and Neck Pain

We treat:

Orthopaedic Conditions

Peripheral Joint Pain
Headaches
Mastitis

Chest Conditions






Sinusitis

Sports Injuries (including
Rehab)
Post Surgical Rehab

We also do home visits

Kim Reitz (human and equine) - BSc Physio US
Carol Cooke - BSc Physio Wits
Samantha Marais - BSc Physio UWC

The difference is in our hands
4 Letchworth Mews

Phone: 0215589268

Letchworth Drive
Edgemead

E-mail: edgephysio@telkomsa.net

7441
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EHS Learners Take to the Stage

Edgemead High School learners took to the Baxter stage once
again this year, performing the hit musical Grease to packed
auditoriums. The latest of EHS’ biennial musicals, Grease joins
classics such as Hello, Dolly! and Little Shop of Horrors. With a
timeless story of teenage love, rebellion and friendship, Grease is
a glimpse into the lives of the learners at the fictional Rydell high.
As the learners sang and danced their way through their stunning
performance, the audience got treated to an enthusiastic
performance by a capable cast. Creative Director Lauren Vercoe
commented “The success of Grease lay in the team effort from all
involved - Natasha Hess did an outstanding job choreographing
the dance routines, Frederick Swanepoel worked hard at training
the singers and we were fortunate to have a team of teachers

support us in the making of costumes and set. We are incredibly
grateful for the community enthusiasm, coming out to the Baxter
Theatre to support our cast. Performing at the Baxter was a
wonderful experience for our Edgemead learners and we would
like to thank Mr Lawrence for his vision 6 years ago which has
paved the way for such an opportunity.”
Redvers Lawrence, principal, said: “Culture is an integral pillar
of a school’s life. The motto of the school is to “have life more
abundantly” and thus we wanted our drama and music students,
and others who have an interest in productions, to experience
not only what can be done on a school stage, but what can be
done in a theatre. The seed was planted and, two productions
later, we presented Grease!”

FIX-IT

ELECTRONIC
WORKSHOP

MICROWAVE’S ♦ DVD’S ♦ TV’S
BEN & MARGARET
021 558 8892 OR 021 801 0159
Shop 90A Monte Vista Boulevard
(next to Video 2000)
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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EDGEMEAD PRE-PRIMARY SCHOOL CELEBRATESWORLD BOOK DAY!
On Friday 21st April, our school celebrated World Book Day and this year the love of books truly shone through. Our children
dressed up as Dinosaurs, Gruffalo, Cat in the Hat, Princesses, Superheroes and so much more! As part of celebrating books,
the school offered the children the opportunity to donate a book. This was a well-received initiative and the school’s library
has been significantly updated with a variety of story and learning books. The school has a passion for books and reading and
looks forward each year to celebrating this with our learners.

SURGERY
Dr J. KIRKBY
Dr G. COUPLAND
Dr R. HACKING
Dr N. FOURIE
EDGEMEAD
SHOPPING CENTRE
(NEXT TO GARDEN CITIES)

Tel: 021 558 1011
After Hours: 021 712 6699
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EDGEMEAD SENIORS CLUB

Lorraine Robinson, Chairperson
We have been talking about a fresh coat of paint
at the Club for a while now, and finally we have
made a good start to refurbishing. The ceiling
was painted with a fresh coat of white paint
and then - disaster! One section of ceiling board
gracefully slid down the wall but thankfully
wedged on top of a notice board which
prevented the whole board landing on the floor.
Once that was mended and repainted, we
attacked the walls and have painted them a
modern shade of light grey. Unfortunately we
had to hire a painter as, due to ill health, some
of our volunteers were unable to help. We are
seniors and these things happen!
One courageous helper went a step further
and decided we had sufficient paint to add an
extra room onto our decor plans hence the
delay in a full completion.
Just a little touch of white gloss around the
door frames and a spot of varnish on some
skirting boards and then we were finished and,
already, visitors are taking notice and we have
had three bookings for small functions. We are
open for more if anyone is looking for a small
venue to hold a function or a regular weekly /
monthly meeting.
A big shout of thanks to our local security
companies and the Edgemead Neighbourhood
Watch. Since the vagrancy problem around
Sheldon Square was brought to their attention,
they have been more active in our area and have
helped in various situations for the seniors when
the vagrants have been a little too aggressive in
their begging methods.

Sold by us in Edgemead - asking price R3 450 000
- just one of our many sales

The “New’s” year has started off with a bang!
Thank you Edgemead!

Do call us for all your buying and selling requirements
Edgemead’s longest serving estate agent
And latterly assisted by the vibey and energetic
additions to our team, Marcelle and Cathryn

Thank you District Watch and ENW!
As another way of saying thank you to the
ENW we have offered our premises for use as a
training venue for their new recruits. Community
helping community, as it should be!
If you are over 55 please pop in on a
Wednesday or Friday morning when we are
having tea and a chat and see if you would
like to join us. Cheerio for now from all at
Edgemead Seniors Club!

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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EDGEMEAD NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
As the cult TV show
“Game of Thrones” tells
us, “winter is coming”.
I’m sure everyone in
the Western Cape will
embrace winter with
open arms especially if
it brings with it the much

needed rains.
Unfortunately, the criminals have not been
deterred by the threat of winter and of late have
hit Edgemead, and indeed the entire Bothasig
precinct, very hard. We have suffered a spate
of crimes including hijacking, house robberies,
armed robbery, theft out of motor vehicles, car
wheels stolen etc. Residents have questioned
whether there is any pattern to the robberies
but if they are plotted on a map it shows that
they are completely random and don’t hint at
any planned operation whatsoever.
Edgemead is most certainly not alone in
feeling the spike in crime, but the fact that some
neighbouring suburbs are moving ahead rapidly
with their crime fighting technology, like LPR
cameras which make it more and more difficult
for criminals to operate, may be causing the
migration of criminals to other suburbs which
are perceived as easier targets. I therefore
make a heartfelt plea that all residents continue
contributing to our own LPR camera system. We
cannot promise that it will be the panacea to all
our crime woes but it is a massive weapon in our
crime fighting armoury.
All the crime fighting resources are working
together to get as much visibility on our
streets as possible to act as a deterrent to any
criminals who may be scoping the area out.
We need the criminals to know they are being
watched and to this end the ENW has been
hard at work initiating “Street Watch” groups
who are all connected via Whatsapp. In this
way any suspicious person or behaviour can
be monitored and the information relayed to
the relevant authorities. The Street Watches
are an incredibly effective tool and we urge all
residents to get in touch with their neighbours
to set one up. The ENW is more than happy to
assist residents setting up their Street Watches.
Some streets and closes have taken security
measures to the next level and have had CCTV
cameras installed at the opening of the close or
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street and these cameras monitor any persons
or vehicles entering the close or street. As this
trend hopefully expands, we intend to have these
cameras monitored from a central location.
This has been an exciting past few months for
ENW and, apart from the LPR system, another
vital component in our fight against crime is the
establishment of a dedicated Control Room which
will be manned by fully trained members of all
three neighbourhood watches in our precinct.
All the highly efficient Neighbourhood Watches
have fully functioning control rooms, and they
are indispensable if one wants to take the fight
to the criminals who nowadays make full use
of technology. The basic function of the control
room will be to enable the trained controller
to monitor the LPR camera system and to be
in radio contact with all three Neighbourhood
Watches, the four Armed Response Companies,
SAPS, Metro Police, Law Enforcement and all
emergency services. Our intention, and indeed
hope, is that the aforementioned CCTV camera
systems will flourish and these cameras will also
be monitored by the controller. Obviously all
protocols and vetting will be adhered to and no
information or footage will be released without
the authorised documentation in place. The
Control Room is still in the very early stages but
the project has commenced and is going along at
a good pace. We have gone cap in hand asking for
equipment and donations for the Control Room,
and have so far managed to have a computer
donated as well as various other bits and pieces
of essential equipment. I usually steer clear of
picking particular ENW members for special
mention because we all do it out of the love and
respect for our community but, at the risk of
incurring the wrath of these members, I have to
say a special thanks to Johan Beukes, Troy Gerber,
Ben Van Der Merwe, Carl Ivins and Jaco & Tammy
Barendilla for their hard graft in getting our Sector
Communications Office cleared out and prepared
for starting up our dedicated Control Room.
One huge step in setting up the joint control
room is that all three neighbourhood watches in
the Bothasig precinct already have a phenomenal
relationship and we are already in radio contact
with each other. Criminals love to divide and
conquer. They hate seeing neighbourhood
watches collaborating in fighting crime. They hate
it when the neighbourhood watches, Community

www.edgemeadnews.co.za

Policing Forum and SAPS
forge a solid, professional
working relationship, and
they most definitely hate
it when Armed Response companies
work
closely together for the good of the community.
Above all though, what criminals hate most is
close knit communities whose residents look out
for each other and who enjoy the outstanding
trust of, and relationship with, their local
SAPS and do not hesitate to report all crime.
Edgemead is indeed privileged to have all role
players on the same page and all standing united
in our fight against crime.
I am always a little hesitant when giving out
information about crime in our suburb at the
risk of creating unnecessary panic amongst
residents. When we advised residents about the
last spike in criminal activity there was the usual
knee jerk reaction by a handful of folk who said
crime in Edgemead was spiraling out of control
and they wanted to move out of the area. I don’t
want people to feel scared but, in good faith, I
cannot hide the fact that crime is happening in
our suburb, just to protect the sensitivities of a
handful of residents who would prefer to stick
their heads in the sand and pretend that we
live in a crime free Utopia. There may well be
residents who are at risk purely because they
are blissfully unaware that crime is happening
in Edgemead, and therefore don’t bother taking
any precautions regarding their security simply
because we, as ENW, did not inform them about
criminal incidents. That would not sit well with
me and unless there is a specific reason that
SAPS do not want the information given out,
we will continue to advise residents of what is
going on in Edgemead. It will of course be done
in a measured and level headed way so as not
to create sensationalism and cause unnecessary
stress for residents.
Folks, I hardly need say this but please adhere
to the water restrictions and do whatever you can
to conserve this precious commodity. May we be
blessed with an abundance of rain this winter.
Please stay safe, remain alert and if you see
something, say something.

Mark Richards

Chairman
Edgemead Neighbourhood Watch
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EASTER MORNING TEA AT EDGEMEAD LIBRARY

Lorraine Mathewson
We’ll be having holiday programmes in July for children on the 6th,
13th and 20th. These craft sessions start from 10am.
The Friends of the Library is planning their winter craft market
as I write. It will be in the library from the 23rd of June and will run
until the 8th of July. The car boot sales during this period are on
the 3rd and 24th of June and the 1st and 29th of July. A percentage
of the turnover regarding the craft sales will go towards the buying
of new books. The booking fee of the car boot sales also goes
towards the Friends of the Library, who uses the money to the
benefit of the community. For car boot sale bookings contact Lisa
on 0826731474 or edgemeadbootsale@gmail.com.
Please diarize Friday the 1st of September. We are going to host
a Women’s Day spring breakfast and chocolate WILL be part of the
morning and menu!

Master

Dr. Jason Liepner, D.C. Practitioner

Real Estate

Chiropractic: a health profession specialising in the diagnosis, treatment and
prevention of various disorders related to the muscles, skeletonPrincipal
and nervous
Member
of
system of the body. Using a drug-free philosophy and numerous
treatment
methods, below are just some of the conditions chiropractic can Rebosa
treat.
Member of
• Migraines
• numbness in the
arms/legs
Institute of
• Limited movement of neck/back/hips/shoulders • muscle spasmEstate Agents
• work and sport
related
injuries
• Back/neck pain
Cape
Business
• Pain relief associated with conditions such as Fibromyalgia, Sciatica and Scoliosis

Dr. Jason Liepner

Easter morning tea at Edgemead Library.

021 559 8417

www.edgemeadchiropractor.co.za

BOOK NEWS AND REVIEWS
Recipes for Love and Murder by Sally Andrew
A South African woman cooks out of love while hoping for the
real thing.
Tannie Maria’s mother was Afrikaans, her father English, and
*
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her late husband an abuser. She lives with her chickens on a
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small property in the Klein Karoo and writes a recipe column
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for the Klein Karoo Gazette until her friend and editor, Hattie
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Christie, tells her that the head office wants an advice column
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and there’s no room for both the new feature and her recipes. Wh
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The good news is that Tannie Maria can write the new column.
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Since the only thing she knows about love concerns cooking, she
combines the two in “Tannie Maria’s Love Advice and Recipe
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This authentic South African small town story, will keep you Edgemead,CapeTown
guessing until just about the last page.
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There is also a 2nd book in this series namely “Tannie Maria and Mo–Fr:9:
00am–6:
00pm *
the Satanic Mechanic”
Sat:9:
00am–2:
00pm
Visit Our Store For A Detailed Price List.
A Boy Made of Blocks by Keith Stuart
Meet thirtysomething dad, Alex. He loves his wife Jody, but
has forgotten how to show it. He loves his son Sam, but doesn’t
understand him. Something has to change. And he needs to start
with himself.
Meet eight-year-old Sam. Beautiful, surprising, autistic. To him
the world is a puzzle he can’t solve on his own. But when Sam starts
“Proud to live in Edgemead”
to play Minecraft, it opens up a place where Alex and Sam begin to
rediscover both themselves and each other…can one fragmented
family put themselves back together, one piece at a time?
Cell: 082 850 8993
P.O.Box 1, Edgemead 7407
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
Email: editor@edgemeadnews.co.za
Inspired by the author’s experiences with his own son, A Boy
Made of Blocks is a story of love, family and autism.
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Computers

Shop20

EDGEMEAD NEWS

NEW BOOKS
Available soon: Two books by James Patterson, namely “The
Black Book” and “Humans Bow Down”. Also be on the lookout for
Jo Nesbo’s “Thirst”, Faye Kellerman’s “Bone Box”, Joanna Trollope’s
“City of Friends” and Emma Donoghue’s “The Wonder”

By supporting our Advertisers, you support our community.
The Edgemead News is owned by Edgemead Residents

Association, a non-profit Association, and any funds we may

www.edgemeadnews.co.za

raise flow back into the community.
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EDGEMEAD FOOTBALL CLUB

Nicolette Marais
AJAX COACHING DAY
Team girls were invited to train at Ajax home
grounds.
Dion Mostert, the Sales and Marketing
Manager of Ajax . reiterated that he really wanted to get involved
in his community and hence the invite. What a wonderful
opportunity it was for the girls! The professional Astro soccer
field was quite intimidating . However the girls quickly got used
to the feeling of professionalism and they took their paces.
The kit provided for them also added to the professional
quality of the training session. With 3 Ajax coaches surrounding
them, they had no chance of slacking in this training session.
Their training was grueling and invigorating, a taste of what
success costs. They paid the price and learnt a few valuable
lessons. The road to success is not all roses and perfume and
make-up, it is hard work, pushing your body to the limit and
mental strength.
Edgemead First Team girls certainly has what it takes and they
are ready to do the work.
Edgemead First Team Girls Soccer 2017 with Ajax coaches
Edgemead First Team Soccer Girls with Dion Mostert and Riad
(listening intently) Dayna Prata in Action - Captain: Edgemead
First Team

EDGEMEAD BOWLS CLUB
By Colin Gray.
The season is almost over but we had the
honour and privilege of hosting some of the
SA Bowls Nationals Championships at our club
in the middle of May.
Feedback from various teams spoken to, was
very positive, especially the condition of our Greens (despite
our water restrictions!!).
Our membership recruitment committee had a target of
recruiting 30 new bowling members for the year. We have
already added 22 new bowlers to our club to date. Of these, 6
are under 15 years of age. The club is taking a long term view
and our future players are being catered for!!
The
younger
generation
at
Edgemead
Bowls
Club: Mika
Zeeman,
Meaghan
and Ryan
Truter, Jeff
Andrews
and William
and Caleb
Neethling.

Erik Mester who is in our Coaching Clinic has had talks with
headmasters at our local schools to encourage the game of
bowls at school level and the Department of Education has also
vetted the game of bowls as a school curriculum subject!!
We will have our annual “Christmas in July” dinner dance on
the 1st July with a 3 course meal and our local in house band
“Free Wheel” entertaining us. Tickets at R110.00 per person are
available from Beryl Palm on 083 233 7817.
Page 14
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By Christine Rossouw

Some things you should know about Edgemead Tennis Club.
Firstly, we have had a revamp and a new sign and colour (see above).
Our membership has grown so much this year which can be noticed
by the increased social tennis on a Saturday from 3 courts to all 8
being used now. Due to this increase in membership we were able
to enter 2 more teams into the WP league. We have a stunning
league outfit now for all our team members and a real presence on
the court during league with the way we represent our club.
We have regular weekly Thirsty Thursday evenings for our members.
Our annual fund raising events throughout the year have been
extremely successful, with money raised from supportive members.
We have a very active juniors league as well as Coach Christine
who is running tournaments and clinics all year round. We have Mixed Doubles Champions: Christine Rossouw and Craig Griffiths
numerous juniors that play tournaments and represent WP as well Most Improved Man: Sebastian Millan
as vets members that have done very well most ranked in the top 10 Most Improved Lady: Berte Van Der Watt
and, in some cases, No 1!
Juniors: 2017
We have a stunning, active Facebook page for ETC.
Boys Champion : Tristan Bell
Girls Champion : Enikayo Mkhambi
Recent news:
ETC have recently completed their annual Club Championships for Boys Doubles Champions: Sebastian Millan and Michael Loram
Girls Doubles Champions: Enikayo Mkhambi and Andrea De La Crouse
Seniors and Juniors (Please see
Mixed Doubles Champions: Jamie Forde and Michael Loram
attached photos).
Most Improved : Christopher De La Crouse
What an eventful, long day. The matches began at 10 am and Sportsmanship: Ethan Fowler
played until 5.30pm. Immediately afterwards a prize giving was held Commitment: Kishaan Tommy
for both Seniors and Juniors with a Potjie supper for all. The potjies
were made by 10 different members of the club, so you can guess the
variety of potjies that were there for all to eat.
The results were as follows:
Seniors: 2017
Mens Champion : Brad Dore
Ladies Champion : Nicky Loram
Mens Doubles Champions: Craig Griffiths and Adam Grundy
Ladies Doubles Champions : Nicky Loram and Carol Garland

Boys champion of 2017:
Tristan Bell with Junior
Co-ordinator of ETC,
Christine Rossouw

Girls champion for 2017: Mens champion for 2017:
Brad Dore and Ladies
Enikayo Mkhambi with
champion for 2017:
Junior Co-ordinator of
Nicky Loram
ETC, Christine Rossouw
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24
HOURS

Monitoring
&

Armed Response

KEEPING YOU SAFE !!!

0861 627 000

www.swartsecurity.co.za

BHF Practice No: 0270881

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICE

We accept ALL Medical Aids

EMERGENCY:

0861 628 000
We offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MASTT

First Aid Courses
Basic Fire Fighting Courses
Health & Safety Courses
Security Officer Courses
SAQA Unit Standards
and more...

Department of Labour & SETA Accredited

www.mastt.co.za
info@mastt.co.za
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